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ABSTRACT
Background: Dendritic cells (DC) induce tumor or pathogen-specific T cell responses in humans. Several
laboratories have developed culture systems, including maturation factors for human DC from peripheral blood
monocytes. We comprehensively compared standard maturation stimulus, an autologous monocyte-conditioned
medium (MCM), with heparin for their ability to promote uniformly mature DC that elicit T cell responses.
Methods: A short (4-day) priming of plastic adherent monocytes with granulocyte-macrophage colony stimulating
factor (GM-CSF) and IL-4 with or without heparin was followed by 48-hour incubation in MCM to generate fully
mature and stable DC. Phenotypic and functional analyses were carried out using anti-CD14 and anti-CD83
monoclonal antibodies, and mixed lymphocyte reaction, respectively. Results: We found that fully matured DC
with a large amount of cytoplasm and copious dendritic projections were visible at the end of culturing period in
the presence of MCM, heparin and MCM plus heparin. Thus, DC generated with these maturation factors are nonadherent and have typical satellite morphology. Flow cytometric analysis using anti-CD14 (monocyte marker) and
anti-CD83 (mature DC marker) revealed that expression of CD14 decreased in MCM plus heparin-treated DC, and
the expression of CD83 was increased when heparin and MCM used as a maturation factor. Functionally, MCM
and MCM plus heparin-treated DC showed stronger mixed leukocyte reaction than heparin alone. Conclusion:
These results support the use of the MCM with heparin as maturation factor that could result in functionally mature
monocyte-derived DC in comparison to either MCM or heparin alone. Iran. Biomed. J. 15 (3): 79-84, 2011
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INTRODUCTION

R

alph Steinman first described Dendritic cells
(DC) [1] as subpopulation of cells in the spleen
with a striking dendritic shape. These cells
were non-phagocytic, loosely adherent, and of low
buoyant density [1]. It was soon appreciated that these
bone marrow-derived cells existed in all lymphoid and
most non-lymphoid tissues. DC were described as cells
that constitutively expressed both major histocompatibility complex class I and class II antigens, and
most importantly, stimulated naive CD4+ and CD8+ T
cells to respond to nominal and alloantigens more
effectively than any other previously described antigen
presenting cell [2]. Several reviews on DC and their
role in immune regulation have been appeared recently
[3, 4].

Over the past years, several in vitro methods have
been described for generation and differentiation of DC
from peripheral blood monocytes, mostly based on
culturing them in a medium containing granulocytemacrophage colony stimulating factor (GM-CSF) and
IL-4 [5, 6]. These cells show functional and phenotypic
characteristics, which is typical of the immature DC.
These cells should undergo another differentiation step
as maturation. DC maturation, first proposed as a
critical step in immunogenicity 25 years ago, which is
now accepted as a crucial component of the induction
of most adaptive immune responses. The term of
maturation refers to an intricate differentiation process
whereby DC responds rapidly to an environmental
stimulus and become capable of eliciting adaptive
immunity. The type of stimulus determines the
program of DC differentiation and the subsequent host
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immune response [7].
DC can be differentiated into mature cells by various
stimulations, such as TNF-α, LPS, -conditioned
medium (MCM), PPD, CD40L and platelet-derived
cytokines [4, 8-11]. MCM, which is produced by
culturing monocytes on immobilized human γglobulin, contains a cocktail of cytokines; each has
different roles in DC maturation [9, 12]. Furthermore,
it has been recently discovered that heparin together
with GM-CSF and IL-4 was able to consistently induce
the differentiation of majority of monocytes to CD1a+
DC in the presence or absence of autologous serum or
plasma. It has been also found that heparin-treated DC
is more potent than heparin-untreated DC in priming
naive CD4+ T cells [13, 14].
Here, we describe that heparin can induce stable
maturation of DC, and MCM augments heparin-treated
DC maturation in terms of phenotypic and functional
characteristics.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Media and reagents. Complete medium, including
RPMI-1640 (Gibco, Germany), supplemented with
10% human AB serum (Blood Transfusion
Organization, Tehran, Iran), 2.5 × 10-5 M 2-ME, 2 mM
L-glutamine (Sigma Chemical Co., Munich, Germany),
100 U/ml penicillin, and 100 µg/ml streptomycin
(Sigma Chemical Co., Munich, Germany) was used to
culture cells from peripheral blood mononuclear cells
(PBMC). Recombinant human GM-CSF (NovartisBasel, Switzerland), and IL-4 (Sigma Chemical Co.,
Munich, Germany), were used to derive immature DC
from peripheral blood monocytes, and heparin and
monocyte conditioned medium (MCM) were used as
maturation factor. MCM was prepared as described
elsewhere. [9]. Briefly, PBMC were layered onto the
human Ig-coated bacteriologic plates for 1 hour, nonadherent cells were washed away and Ig-adherent cells
were incubated in fresh complete medium with 1%
autologous plasma at 37ºC for no more than 24 hours.
The medium was collected and frozen at -20ºC until
use. Isolation of T cells was carried out using anti-CD3
magnetic bead cell sorting technique (Miltenyi Biotec,
Germany) and heparin (Sigma Chemical Co., Munich,
Germany) was used as maturation factor at
concentration of 50 U/ml at the beginning of culture.
Allogeneic mixed lymphocyte reaction (MLR) was
performed by [3H] thymidine (Amersham Pharma,
London, UK) uptake test.
Generation of immature DC. DC were generated
from peripheral blood monocytes of five volunteers as
described elsewhere [15]. Briefly, complete RPMI
medium, supplemented with 1000 U/ml recombinant
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human GM-CSF and 800 U/ml recombinant human IL4, was added to the adherent cell population (enriched
monocytes) and the cells were incubated at 37°C and
5% CO2. After 3 days, the cells were fed again with the
same doses of IL-4 and GM-CSF. On the day 5 of the
culture, aggregates of loosely adherent immature DC
were apparent which were used for the maturation
experiments. Heparin was added at the beginning of
culture to two sets of experiments.
Maturation induction. To induce maturation,
heparin was used at concentration of 50 U/ml at the
beginning of culture. Furthermore, two groups of DC
(heparin-treated
and
heparin-untreated)
were
stimulated on day 5 with 25% v/v of MCM. Mature
DC, which were harvested to review their morphology
by light and phase contrast microscopy as well as
phenotypic and functional analyses, were appeared on
day 7.
Antibodies and flow cytometry. Immunophenotyping
of monocyte-derived DC was performed by direct
immunofluorescence staining of cell surface antigens
using FITC or RPE-conjugated mouse monoclonal
antibodies against CD14 and CD83 and the appropriate
isotype-matched controls (Serotech, London, UK). The
cells were harvested by replacement of culture medium
with 5 ml phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) containing
0.5 mM EDTA, and were then resuspended and
washed by ice cold FACS buffer (PBS containing 0.1%
NaN3, 5 mM EDTA and 2% FCS). After washing, cells
were aliquoted at 105 cells per tube and incubated for
30 minutes on ice in 1% normal mouse serum, then,
cells washed again and 10 l of each conjugated
monoclonal antibody was added to the cell pellet and
the tubes were incubated on ice in the dark for 45
minutes. Finally, cells were washed and resuspended in
300-500l of FACS buffer and analyzed immediately.
Data acquisition was carried out on a PARTEC flow
cytometer (PARTEC, Germany) and analyzed using
FlowMax software. Data was expressed as percentage
of positive cells in comparison to the cells stained with
isotype-matched controls.
Allogeneic mixed lymphocyte reaction. Allogeneic
MLR test for T cell stimulatory function of mature DC
was performed as described [15]. Briefly, the DC were
irradiated with 30Gy and added in graded doses (1:5,
1:10, and 1:20) as stimulators for 2 × 105 magnetic
bead cell sorting isolated allogeneic T cells in 96-well,
U-bottomed plates (Costar, Cambridge, USA).
Cultures were established at a final volume of 200 µl
of complete medium, supplemented with 10% AB
serum. Phytohemagglutinin-stimulated T cells (2.5%,
Sigma Chemical Co., Munich, Germany) and DC or T
cells alone served as positive and negative controls,
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(Fig. 1). The yield ranged from 3-10% (mean ± SEM =
6 ± 0.5%) of plated PBMC and the viability of
harvested DC was more than 98% as determined by
trypan blue exclusion test. Our results showed no
morphological differences on DC matured with
heparin, MCM or both.

Fig. 1. Monocyte-derived dendritic cells differentiated with
heparin, MCM or both. Peripheral blood mononuclear cells from
five volunteers were incubated at 37oC for 2 h and the adherent
cells were cultured in the presence of GM-CSF and IL-4 and/or
heparin. Immature DC were stimulated with MCM as
maturation factors and mature DC were harvested on day 7.
Most of the mature DC were appeared as single cells or loosely
adherent aggregates (white arrows) reviewed by light
microscopy (magnification ×400).

respectively. Proliferation was determined on day 5
with addition of 1 Ci/ml of [3H] thymidine to
triplicate wells for last 18 hours. Proliferative
responses were measured by a liquid scintillation
counter (Wallac Inc., Turku, Finland) and expressed as
mean counts per minute and the stimulation index (SI)
was obtained for triplicate wells as follow:
SI = (DC + T) (cpm) – (DC) (cpm)
T (cpm)

Statistical analysis. The data depicted in each figure
corresponds to one representative experiment of at
least five independently performed experiments. Oneway ANOVA test was used for statistical analysis of
differences among experimental groups. Difference at
P value <0.05 was statistically considered significant.
RESULTS
DC morphology. DC were generated from peripheral
blood monocytes of five healthy volunteers. Three
days after culturing the plastic adherent monocytes in
the presence of GM-CSF and IL-4, clusters of nonadherent cells appeared and increased in size thereafter.
Heparin and MCM were added at the beginning of the
culture and day five, respectively. Eighty percent of
cells appeared to be loosely adherent to each other in
clumps or isolated floating cells with typical dendritic
morphology with typical dendritic morphology by day
7. These cells exhibited typical cytologic features of
DC, i.e., large irregular cells with numerous cell
membrane processes as viewed by light microscopy

DC phenotype. Phenotypic characteristics of DC
stimulated with heparin were examined and compared
with those of the DC stimulated with MCM, or heparin
plus MCM, using anti-CD14 and anti-CD83
monoclonal antibodies (Fig. 2). Flow cytometric
analysis of DC revealed significant differences in the
expression of surface molecules crucially used as DC
markers. Compared to heparin-treated DC, MCM or
MCM and heparin-treated DC showed a substantially
reduced expression of CD14 significantly (P = 0.05).
Our results showed that MCM plus heparin induced
significantly higher levels of expression of maturation
marker (CD83) compared to heparin alone (P = 0.05);
however, in comparison to MCM alone, MCM plus
heparin induced a higher level of CD83 expression
non-significantly (Fig. 2).
Mixed lymphocyte reaction. To address whether
heparin or MCM-stimulated DC would be able to
induce a proliferative response in allogeneic MLR, T
cells were stimulated with heparin or MCM or both
treated DC at a ratio of 1:5, 1:10, and 1:20. Our results
showed that T cell proliferative responses were elicited
in all three respective ratios for three examined groups
(Fig. 3). However, proliferation rate and stimulation
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Fig. 2. Flow cytometric analysis of expression of CD14 and
CD83 as monocyte and dendritic cell surface markers,
respectively. Monocyte-derived DC differentiated in the
presence of heparin, MCM or heparin plus MCM were
harvested on day 7 and analyzed by FACS using anti-CD14 and
anti-CD83 monoclonal antibodies (*P<0.05).
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Fig. 3. Mixed leukocyte reaction induced by DC
differentiated in the presence of heparin, MCM or heparin plus
MCM. Allogeneic T cells were stimulated with heparin and/or
MCM-matured DC at ratios of 1:5, 1:10, and 1:20 for 5 days.
Uptake of [3H] thymidine during the last 18 h of incubation was
then measured. The results of the T cell proliferation response
from five subjects are expressed as a mean of triplicates.

indices were higher in MCM or heparin plus MCMtreated groups compared to heparin group significantly
(P = 0.05) (Figs. 3 and 4).

DISCUSSION
Mature human DC has been shown to play a unique
role in antitumor immunity [16, 17]. The generation of
stable mature DC appears to be important for DCbased immune therapies. Given the unique properties
and potent ability of mature DC generated in vitro to
stimulate naive T cells, it is not surprising that different
maturation agents such as poly(I:C), MCM, TNF-α, IL1 and IL-6 have already been considered for in vitro
DC maturation protocols [9, 18, 19]. Upon our
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Fig. 4. Heparin and/or MCM-matured dendritic cells were
analyzed functionally as stimulator of allogeneic mixed
leukocyte reaction. Stimulation indices were obtained as
explained in Materials and Methods section and expressed as
mean of triplicates (*P<0.05).
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experiences, above-mentioned agents as well as
fibroblast, epithelial and in particular T cell
conditioned media lead to DC maturation and immune
response polarization to various extents (unpublished
data).
Heparin is known to have multifaceted functions, and
plays critical roles in regulation of blood coagulation
[20, 21] and hemopoiesis [22, 23]. Growing evidence
has supported that heparin could modulate immune
responses such as langerhans cells trafficking in
epidermis [24], transendothelial migration of DC [25]
and generation of DC which are potent stimulators of
T-cell proliferation [26]. Furthermore, it is reported
that there are specific binding sites for heparin on
monocytes [27]. However, there have been a few
reports regarding the effect of heparin on the
differentiation of DC from monocytes [14].
In the present study, we compared heparin with the
MCM as a well-known maturation factor on the
process of monocyte-derived DC maturation. Heparin
was added to plastic adherent monocytes at the
beginning of DC culture and MCM was added on day
five. Then, mature DC were compared in terms of
morphology, phenotype and function on day seven.
Previous studies [28] as well as our experience [5,
15] have described the mature DC as non-adherent,
large irregular veiled cells with numerous cell
membrane processes. Morphological examination of
floated cells using inverted or phase-contrast light
microscopy after treatment with heparin, MCM or both
revealed no differences among these three kinds of
maturation protocols (Fig. 1). When adherent
monocytes were used for production of DC, some cells
other than monocytes were present in the culture,
which may affect phenotype and function of the
resultant DC. Since these cells are present in all three
tested groups, their effects can be considered the same.
Therefore, we precede the work with comparison of
phenotypic and functional properties.
It is believed that CD14 and CD83 are the main cell
surface markers that characterize in vitro the
generation of immature and mature DC from peripheral
blood monocytes, respectively. In the present study, we
used these markers to compare the phenotype of DC
generated in the presence of heparin and/or MCM. It is
well known that in vitro conversion of peripheral blood
monocytes to immature DC accompanied by down
regulation of CD14 expression. The most reduction in
expression of CD14 was appeared when MCM was
added to heparin-treated DC; However, heparin alone
had the least effect on elimination of CD14 expression
and there was not significant differences between
immature and mature DC in this case (Fig. 2). It is
noteworthy that our previous study had shown that
CD14 was expressed as low as 10% on immature
heparin-untreated DC (data not shown). Furthermore,
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others have shown that immature DC was negative for
this surface marker when heparin is used at the
beginning of the culture [14]. Altogether, it is found
that heparin plus MCM is more effective than each of
these factors alone in the generation of immature DC
from CD14 positive monocytes.
It is frequently reported that MCM is required to
ensure the development of fully differentiated DC from
GM-CSF and IL-4-primed progenitor cell cultures [9],
so we examined the expression of CD83 as a unique
DC maturation marker on heparin and MCM-treated
DC. In spite of CD14, heparin plus MCM-treated DC
expressed the higher level of CD83 than heparintreated cells significantly (P = 0.05, Fig. 2). In
consistent with others, we previously found that MCM
was a potent agent required to induce the development
of fully differentiated CD83 + DC [15]; however, in
this study, it is revealed that heparin could augment the
effect of MCM on the expression of CD83. In
consistent to results found by Xia and Kao [14], we
showed that heparin could not augment the expression
of CD83 by itself, but it plays a role in the presence of
appropriate maturation factors such as LPS, IFN-γ, or
MCM. The fairly lower level of CD83 expression in
the presence of heparin and MCM may be due to
interactions between heparin and cytokines contents of
MCM, the case that should be more elucidated in the
future.
The choice of a maturating agent for DC not only
should be based on its impact on cell-surface
phenotype (loss of CD14 and acquisition of CD83
expression), but also should take into account the
nature of the functional state of DC, which have an
instructive role for the immune response, including
autologous or allogeneic mixed leukocyte reaction. It is
reported that various maturation factors, such as MCM,
poly(I:C), cytokines cocktail as well as heparinmatured DC are powerful stimulator of MLR [9, 14,
29]. Therefore, in the present study, we compared the
potential of heparin or MCM-treated DC in stimulation
of allogeneic lymphocytes in the ratios of 1:5, 1:10,
and 1:20. We found that both MCM and heparin were
capable to induce allogeneic MLR in all three
examined ratios; however, the addition of MCM to
heparin-treated DC augmented their stimulatory
capacity significantly (P = 0.05, Figs. 3 and 4). In
consistent with our results, it is reported that heparintreated DC compared to heparin-untreated DC are
more potent in priming allogeneic and autologous T
cells to proliferate in allogeneic mixed lymphocytic
culture [14].
Collectively, we investigated the effect of heparin on
the differentiation of DC from monocytes, and
compared it with MCM as a well-defined maturation
agent. We found that heparin had dramatic effect on
the promotion of monocytes to differentiate into

83

mature DC and its effect is augmented by addition of
MCM to the heparin-treated DC. It is reported that
specific heparin-binding sites are known to be present
on monocytes [26]. Thus, the effect of heparin on the
differentiation of DC alone or in cooperation with
MCM is most likely mediated by the direct binding of
heparin to monocytes. This conclusion is further
supported by the finding that heparin-binding proteins,
such as protamine sulfate and PF-4 could neutralize the
effect of heparin and prevent the differentiation of
monocytes into DC [14]. Furthermore, it is equally
likely that other components, not yet defined, which
present in MCM might also be critical for this
cooperative effect.
In conclusion, since DC play a pivotal role in
immune responses, a great deal of research effort has
been focused on the potential clinical application of
these cells to cancer immune therapy [30]. Our
findings indicate that the yields, viability, and
morphology of heparin, MCM, and heparin plus
MCM-treated DC were equally comparable and the
latest combination may be more efficacious than DC
treated with either agent alone for the induction of
immune responses. Because most maturation agents
considered for clinical DC-based vaccination protocols
are MCM, and heparin is widely used in clinical
applications, this simple method can easily be adapted
for the generation of large amounts of mature DC from
monocytes and considered as a reliable approach for
immune therapy.
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